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Class / Sem: I CSE / II Semester 
Subject Code:  CS 6202 
Subject: Programming and Data Structures I 
Prepared By: T. Vithya 
Lesson Plan for  Introduction to Programming Advanced Features 
Time: 45 Minutes 
Lesson. No: 1/10 

1. Topics to be Covered:  Introduction to Programming Advanced Features 
2. Skills Addressed    : Listening 
3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

To enable students to understand the advanced features in C language. 
4. Outcome (s): 

At the end of the lesson the students will be able to:  
x Define structure. 
x Discuss about file concepts. 
x Write a  C program using advanced features in C. 

5. Link Sheet:  
x Define datatypes and give example. 
x Define structure and unin. 
x What are the diffrence between structure and union? 
x What are the basic file operations? 

6. Evocation: (5 Minutes) 
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7. Lecture Notes:  Enclosed here 
8. Textbook :  

x Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, “The C Programming Language”, 
2nd Edition, Pearson Education, 1988. 

x Balagurusamy E, “ Programming and Data Structures”, Mcgraw Hill, 2014 
9. Application 

Data structure implementation. 
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2.1 Introduction to Programming Advanced Features 
There are some advanced features in C Language: 

x Structures 
x Unions 
x File concepts 

Structures 
A structure is a collection of variables under a single name. These variables can be of different 
types, and each has a name which is used to select it from the structure. A structure is a 
convenient way of grouping several pieces of related information together.  

A structure can be defined as a new named type, thus extending the number of available types. It 
can use other structures, arrays or pointers as some of its members, though this can get 
complicated unless you are careful 

Difference between C variable, C array and C structure: 

o A normal C variable can hold only one data of one data type at a time. 
o An array can hold group of data of same data type. 
o A structure can hold group of data of different data types 
o Data types can be int, char, float, double and long double etc. 

Unions 
Unions are quite similar to the structures in C. Union is also a derived type as structure. Union 
can be defined in same manner as structures just the keyword used in defining union in 
union where keyword used in defining structure was struct. 

union car{ 
  char name[50]; 
  int price; 
}; 

File concepts 
• A file is a collection of related data that a computers treats as a single unit. 
• Computers store files to secondary storage so that the contents of files remain intact when 

a computer shuts down. 
• When a computer reads a file, it copies the file from the storage device to memory; when 

it writes to a file, it transfers data from memory to the storage device. 
• C uses a structure called FILE (defined in stdio.h) to store the attributes of a file. 

Steps in Processing a File 
1. Create the stream via a pointer variable using the FILE structure: 

FILE *p; 
2.  Open the file, associating the stream name with the file name. 
3.  Read or write the data. 
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4.  Close the file. 
Basic file operations  
The basic file operations are 

• fopen - open a file- specify how its opened (read/write) and type (binary/text)  
• fclose - close an opened file  
• fread - read from a file  
• fwrite - write to a file  
• fseek/fsetpos - move a file pointer to somewhere in a file.  
• ftell/fgetpos - tell you where the file pointer is located. 

Binary files 
Random Access files are different from sequential files in two important ways: 
You can jump instantly to any structure in the file, which provides random access as in an array. 
You can change the contents of a structure anywhere in the file at any time. 

Once one opens a file one can read, write, or seek any arbitrary structure in the file. C maintains 
a "file pointer" to enable these functions. When the file is opened, the pointer points to record 0 
(the first record in the file). Any read operation reads the currently pointed-to structure and 
moves the pointer to the next record or structure. A write is done at the currently pointed-to 
structure and moves the pointer down one structure. Seek moves the pointer to the specified 
record. 
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Technology 

Department of Information Technology 
 

Class / Sem: I CSE / II Semester 
Subject Code: CS 6202 
Subject: Programming and Data Structures I 
Prepared By: T. Vithya 
Lesson Plan for  Structures – Declaration & Definition 
Time: 45 Minutes 
Lesson. No: 2/10 

1. Topics to be Covered:  Structures – Declaration & Definition 
2. Skills Addressed    : Understanding 
3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

To enable students to understand the structures in C. 
4. Outcome (s): 

At the end of the lesson the students will be able to :  
x Define structure. 
x Declare structure and access the structure members. 
x Write a  C program using structures 

5. Link Sheet:  
x How to declare a structure? 
x Explain structure within structure with example. 
x How to create object for a structure? 
x Why structure is needed? 

6. Evocation: (5 Minutes) 
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7. Lecture Notes:  Enclosed here 
8. Textbook :  

x Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, “The C Programming Language”, 
2nd Edition, Pearson Education, 1988. 

x Balagurusamy E, “ Programming and Data Structures”, Mcgraw Hill, 2014 
9. Application 

Data structure implementation like linked list, stack and queues. 
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2.2 Structures 

A structure is a collection of variables under a single name. These variables can be of different 
types, and each has a name which is used to select it from the structure. A structure is a 
convenient way of grouping several pieces of related information together.  

A structure can be defined as a new named type, thus extending the number of available types. It 
can use other structures, arrays or pointers as some of its members, though this can get 
complicated unless you are careful 

Difference between C variable, C array and C structure: 

o A normal C variable can hold only one data of one data type at a time. 
o An array can hold group of data of same data type. 
o A structure can hold group of data of different data types 
o Data types can be int, char, float, double and long double etc. 

Datatype C variable C array C structure 
Syntax Example Syntax Example Syntax Example 

int int a a = 20 int a[3] 

a[0] = 10 
a[1] = 20 
a[2] = 30 
a[3] = „\0′ 

struct student 
{ 
int a; 
char b[10]; 
} 

a = 10 
b = “Hello” 

char char b b=‟Z‟ char b[10] b=”Hello” 

Defining a Structure 

A structure type is usually defined near to the start of a file using a typedef statement. typedef 
defines and names a new type, allowing its use throughout the program. typedefs usually occur 
just after the #define and #include statements in a file.  

The format for defining a structure is  
 
struct Tag { 
  Members 
}; 
Where Tag is the name of the entire type of structure and Members are the variables within the 
struct. To actually create a single structure the syntax is  
 
struct Tag name_of_single_structure; 
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To access a variable of the structure it goes  
 
name_of_single_structure.name_of_variable; 
 
Here is an example structure definition.  

  typedef struct { 
          char name[64]; 
          char course[128]; 
          int age; 
          int year; 
  } student; 

This defines a new type student variables of type student can be declared as follows.  

  student st_rec; 
Notice how similar this is to declaring an int or float.  

The variable name is st_rec, it has members called name, course, age and year.  

Accessing Members of a Structure 

Each member of a structure can be used just like a normal variable, but its name will be a bit 
longer. To return to the examples above, member name of structure st_rec will behave just like a 
normal array of char, however we refer to it by the name  

  st_rec.name 
Here the dot is an operator which selects a member from a structure.  

Where we have a pointer to a structure we could dereference the pointer and then use dot as a 
member selector. This method is a little clumsy to type. Since selecting a member from a 
structure pointer happens frequently, it has its own operator -> which acts as follows. Assume 
that st_ptr is a pointer to a structure of type student We would refer to the name member as  

  st_ptr -> name 
 

Example program for C structure: 

           This program is used to store and access “id, name and percentage” for one student. We 
can also store and access these data for many students using array of structures. You can check 
“C – Array of Structures“ to know how to store and access these data for many students. 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
 struct student  
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{ 
           int id; 
           char name[20]; 
           float percentage; 
}; 
int main()  
{ 
           struct student record = {0}; //Initializing to null 
  
           record.id=1; 
           strcpy(record.name, "Raju"); 
           record.percentage = 86.5; 
           printf(" Id is: %d \n", record.id); 
           printf(" Name is: %s \n", record.name); 
           printf(" Percentage is: %f \n", record.percentage); 
           return 0; 
} 

Output: 
Id is: 1 
Name is: Raju 
Percentage is: 86.500000 

 
C structure declaration in separate header file: 
           In above structure programs, C structure is declared in main source file. Instead of 
declaring C structure in main source file, we can have this structure declaration in another file 
called “header file” and we can include that header file in main source file as shown below. 

Header file name – structure.h 
Before compiling and executing below C program, create a file named “structure.h” and declare 
the below structure. 

struct student 
{ 
int id; 
char name[20]; 
float percentage; 
} record; 

Main file name – structure.c: 
           In this program, above created header file is included in “structure.c” source file as 
#include “Structure.h”. So, the structure declared in “structure.h” file can be used in “structure.c” 
source file. 
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// File name - structure.c 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "structure.h"   /* header file where C structure is declared */ 
 int main()  
{ 
   record.id=1; 
   strcpy(record.name, "Raju"); 
   record.percentage = 86.5; 
   printf(" Id is: %d \n", record.id); 
   printf(" Name is: %s \n", record.name); 
   printf(" Percentage is: %f \n", record.percentage); 
   return 0; 
} 

Output: 
Id is: 1 
Name is: Raju 
Percentage is: 86.500000 

 

Uses of C structures: 

1. C Structures can be used to store huge data. Structures act as a database. 
2. C Structures can be used to send data to the printer. 
3. C Structures can interact with keyboard and mouse to store the data. 
4. C Structures can be used in drawing and floppy formatting. 
5. C Structures can be used to clear output screen contents. 
6. C Structures can be used to check computer‟s memory size etc. 
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Sri Vidya College of Engineering and 
Technology 

Department of Information Technology 
 

Class / Sem: I CSE / II Semester 
Subject Code:  CS 6202 
Subject: Programming and Data Structures I 
Prepared By: T. Vithya 
Lesson Plan for  Structures - Types 
Time: 45 Minutes 
Lesson. No: 3/10 

1. Topics to be Covered:  Structures - Types 
2. Skills Addressed    : Listening 
3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

To enable students to understand how structures can be used with pointers and 
functions 

4. Outcome (s): 
At the end of the lesson the students will be able to:  

x Pass structures to a function 
x Write a program using structures & pointers. 

5. Link Sheet:  
x Explain about structure within structure with example. 
x Write a C program to find percentage of students using structure. 

6. Evocation: (5 Minutes) 
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7. Lecture Notes:  Enclosed here 
8. Textbook :  

x Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, “The C Programming Language”, 
2nd Edition, Pearson Education, 1988. 

x Balagurusamy E, “ Programming and Data Structures”, Mcgraw Hill, 2014 
9. Application 

Linked list implementation 
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2.3 Structures - Types 

Keyword typedef while using structure 
Programmer generally use typedef while using structure in C language. For example: 

typedef struct complex{ 
  int imag; 
  float real; 
}comp; 
 
Inside main: 
comp c1,c2; 
Here, typedef keyword is used in creating a type comp(which is of type as struct complex). 
Then, two structure variables c1 and c2 are created by this comp type. 

Structures within structures 
Structures can be nested within other structures in C programming. 

struct complex 
{ 
 int imag_value; 
 float real_value; 
}; 
struct number{ 
   struct complex c1; 
   int real; 
}n1,n2; 

C Programming Structure and Pointer  
Pointers can be accessed along with structures. A pointer variable of structure can be created as 
below: 

struct name { 
    member1; 
    member2; 
    . 
    . 
}; 
-------- Inside function ------- 
struct name *ptr; 
Here, the pointer variable of type struct name is created. 

Structure's member through pointer can be used in two ways: 

1. Referencing pointer to another address to access memory 
2. Using dynamic memory allocation 
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Consider an example to access structure's member through pointer. 

#include <stdio.h> 
struct name{ 
   int a; 
   float b; 
}; 
int main(){ 
    struct name *ptr,p; 
    ptr=&p;            /* Referencing pointer to memory address of p */ 
    printf("Enter integer: "); 
    scanf("%d",&(*ptr).a); 
    printf("Enter number: "); 
    scanf("%f",&(*ptr).b); 
    printf("Displaying: "); 
    printf("%d%f",(*ptr).a,(*ptr).b); 
    return 0; 
} 
In this example, the pointer variable of type struct name is referenced to the address of p. Then, 
only the structure member through pointer can can accessed. 

Structure pointer member can also be accessed using -> operator. 

(*ptr).a is same as ptr->a 
(*ptr).b is same as ptr->b 
Accessing structure member through pointer using dynamic memory allocation 
To access structure member using pointers, memory can be allocated dynamically using malloc() 
function defined under "stdlib.h" header file. 

Syntax to use malloc() 
ptr=(cast-type*)malloc(byte-size) 

Example to use structure's member through pointer using malloc() function. 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
struct name { 
   int a; 
   float b; 
   char c[30]; 
}; 
int main(){ 
   struct name *ptr; 
   int i,n; 
   printf("Enter n: "); 
   scanf("%d",&n); 
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   ptr=(struct name*)malloc(n*sizeof(struct name)); 
/* Above statement allocates the memory for n structures with pointer ptr pointing to base 
address */ 
   for(i=0;i<n;++i){ 
       printf("Enter string, integer and floating number  respectively:\n"); 
       scanf("%s%d%f",&(ptr+i)->c,&(ptr+i)->a,&(ptr+i)->b); 
   } 
   printf("Displaying Infromation:\n"); 
   for(i=0;i<n;++i) 
       printf("%s\t%d\t%.2f\n",(ptr+i)->c,(ptr+i)->a,(ptr+i)->b); 
   return 0; 
} 
Output 

Enter n: 2 
Enter string, integer and floating number  respectively: 
Programming 
2 
3.2 
Enter string, integer and floating number  respectively: 
Structure 
6 
2.3 
Displaying Information 
Programming 2      3.20 
Structure       6      2.30 

C Programming Structure and Function  
In C, structure can be passed to functions by two methods: 

1. Passing by value (passing actual value as argument) 
2. Passing by reference (passing address of an argument) 

Passing structure by value 
A structure variable can be passed to the function as an argument as normal variable. If structure 
is passed by value, change made in structure variable in function definition does not reflect in 
original structure variable in calling function. 

Assignment: 

1) Write a C program to create a structure student, containing name and roll. Ask user 
the name and roll of a student in main function. Pass this structure to a function and 
display the information in that function. 

#include <stdio.h> 
struct student{ 
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    char name[50]; 
    int roll; 
}; 
void Display(struct student stu); 
/* function prototype should be below to the structure declaration otherwise compiler shows 
error */ 
int main(){ 
    struct student s1; 
    printf("Enter student's name: "); 
    scanf("%s",&s1.name); 
    printf("Enter roll number:"); 
    scanf("%d",&s1.roll); 
    Display(s1);   // passing structure variable s1 as argument 
    return 0; 
} 
void Display(struct student stu){ 
  printf("Output\nName: %s",stu.name); 
  printf("\nRoll: %d",stu.roll); 
} 
Output 

Enter student's name: Kevin Amla 
Enter roll number: 149 
Output 
Name: Kevin Amla 
Roll: 149 

Passing structure by reference 
The address location of structure variable is passed to function while passing it by reference. If 
structure is passed by reference, change made in structure variable in function definition reflects 
in original structure variable in the calling function. 

2) Write a C program to add two distances(feet-inch system) entered by user. To solve 
this program, make a structure. Pass two structure variable (containing distance in 
feet and inch) to add function by reference and display the result in main function 
without returning it. 

#include <stdio.h> 
struct distance{ 
    int feet; 
    float inch; 
}; 
void Add(struct distance d1,struct distance d2, struct distance *d3);  
int main() 
{ 
    struct distance dist1, dist2, dist3; 
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    printf("First distance\n"); 
    printf("Enter feet: "); 
    scanf("%d",&dist1.feet); 
    printf("Enter inch: "); 
    scanf("%f",&dist1.inch); 
    printf("Second distance\n"); 
    printf("Enter feet: "); 
    scanf("%d",&dist2.feet); 
    printf("Enter inch: "); 
    scanf("%f",&dist2.inch); 
    Add(dist1, dist2, &dist3);  
 
/*passing structure variables dist1 and dist2 by value whereas passing structure variable dist3 by 
reference */ 
    printf("\nSum of distances = %d\'-%.1f\"",dist3.feet, dist3.inch); 
    return 0; 
} 
void Add(struct distance d1,struct distance d2, struct distance *d3)  
{ 
/* Adding distances d1 and d2 and storing it in d3 */ 
     d3->feet=d1.feet+d2.feet;  
     d3->inch=d1.inch+d2.inch; 
     if (d3->inch>=12) {     /* if inch is greater or equal to 12, converting it to feet. */ 
         d3->inch-=12; 
         ++d3->feet; 
    } 
} 
Output 

First distance 
Enter feet: 12 
Enter inch: 6.8 
Second distance 
Enter feet: 5 
Enter inch: 7.5 
 
Sum of distances = 18'-2.3" 
Explanation 

In this program, structure variables dist1 and dist2 are passed by value (because value of dist1 
and dist2 does not need to be displayed in main function) and dist3 is passed by reference ,i.e, 
address of dist3 (&dist3) is passed as an argument. Thus, the structure pointer variable d3 points 
to the address of dist3. If any change is made in d3 variable, effect of it is seed in dist3 variable 
in main function. 
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Sri Vidya College of Engineering and 
Technology 

Department of Information Technology 
 

Class / Sem: I CSE / II Semester 
Subject Code: CS 6202 
Subject: Programming and Data Structures I 
Prepared By: T. Vithya 
Lesson Plan for  Unions 
Time: 45 Minutes 
Lesson. No: 4/10 

1. Topics to be Covered:  Unions 
2. Skills Addressed    : Understanding 
3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

To enable students to understand the union concepts in C. 
4. Outcome (s): 

At the end of the lesson the students will be able to :  
x Declare union.  
x Differentiate union from structure. 

5. Link Sheet:   
x Define union? 
x Write the syntax to represent union? 
x Expalin about union in detail with an example? 

6. Evocation: (5 Minutes) 

  
 

7. Lecture Notes:  Enclosed here 
8. Textbook :  

x Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, “The C Programming Language”, 
2nd Edition, Pearson Education, 1988. 
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x Balagurusamy E, “ Programming and Data Structures”, Mcgraw Hill, 2014 
9. Application 

Memory management 

2.4 Unions 

Unions are quite similar to the structures in C. Union is also a derived type as structure. Union 
can be defined in same manner as structures just the keyword used in defining union in 
union where keyword used in defining structure was struct. 

union car{ 
  char name[50]; 
  int price; 
}; 

Union variables can be created in similar manner as structure variable. 

union car{ 
  char name[50]; 
  int price; 
}c1, c2, *c3; 
 
OR; 
 
union car{ 
  char name[50]; 
  int price; 
}; 
-------Inside Function----------- 
union car c1, c2, *c3; 

In both cases, union variables c1, c2 and union pointer variable c3 of type union car is created. 

Accessing members of an union 

The member of unions can be accessed in similar manner as that structure. Suppose, we you 
want to access price for union variable c1 in above example, it can be accessed as c1.price. If 
you want to access price for union pointer variable c3, it can be accessed as (*c3).price or as c3-
>price. 

Difference between union and structure 

Though unions are similar to structure in so many ways, the difference between them is crucial 
to understand. This can be demonstrated by this example: 

#include <stdio.h> 
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union job {         //defining a union 
   char name[32]; 
   float salary; 
   int worker_no; 
}u; 
struct job1 { 
   char name[32]; 
   float salary; 
   int worker_no; 
}s; 
int main(){ 
   printf("size of union = %d",sizeof(u)); 
   printf("\nsize of structure = %d", sizeof(s)); 
   return 0; 
} 

Output 

size of union = 32 
size of structure = 40 

There is difference in memory allocation between union and structure as suggested in above 
example. The amount of memory required to store a structure variables is the sum of memory 
size of all members. But, the memory required to store a union variable is the memory required 
for largest element of an union. 

What difference does it make between structure and union? 

As you know, all members of structure can be accessed at any time. But, only one member of 
union can be accessed at a time in case of union and other members will contain garbage value. 

#include <stdio.h> 
union job { 
   char name[32]; 
   float salary; 
   int worker_no; 
}u; 
int main(){ 
   printf("Enter name:\n"); 
   scanf("%s",&u.name); 
   printf("Enter salary: \n"); 
   scanf("%f",&u.salary); 
   printf("Displaying\nName :%s\n",u.name); 
   printf("Salary: %.1f",u.salary); 
   return 0; 
} 
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Output 
Enter name  
Hillary 
Enter salary 
1234.23 
Displaying 
Name: f%Bary    
Salary: 1234.2 

Note: You may get different garbage value of name. 

Why this output? 
Initially,  Hillary will be stored in u.name and other members of union will contain garbage 
value. But when user enters value of salary, 1234.23 will be stored in u.salary and other members 
will contain garbage value. Thus in output, salary is printed accurately but, name displays some 
random string. 
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Sri Vidya College of Engineering and 
Technology 

Department of Information Technology 
 

Class / Sem: I CSE / II Semester 
Subject Code:  CS 6202 
Subject: Programming and Data Structures I 
Prepared By: T. Vithya 
Lesson Plan for  File Handling Concepts 
Time: 45 Minutes 
Lesson. No: 5/10 

1. Topics to be Covered:  File Handling Concepts 
2. Skills Addressed    : Listening, Remembering 
3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

To enable students to understand the file handling concepts. 
4. Outcome (s): 

At the end of the lesson the students will be able to:  
x Define a file in C. 
x List the basic operations performed in a file. 

5. Link Sheet:   
x Define file.  
x What are the basci operations in a file? 
x Write the syntax to open and close a file? 
x Expalin file handling concepts with an example. 

6. Evocation: (5 Minutes) 

   
 

7. Lecture Notes:  Enclosed here 
8. Textbook :  
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x Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, “The C Programming Language”, 
2nd Edition, Pearson Education, 1988. 

x Balagurusamy E, “ Programming and Data Structures”, Mcgraw Hill, 2014 
9. Application 

Storage management 
 

2.5 File handling Concepts 

Console oriented Input/Output 
• Console oriented – use terminal (keyboard/screen) 
• scanf(“%d”,&i) – read data from keyboard 
• printf(“%d”,i) – print data to monitor 
• Suitable for small volumes of data 
• Data lost when program terminated 

Real-life applications 
• Large data volumes 
• E.g. physical experiments (CERN collider), human genome, population records etc. 
• Need for flexible approach to store/retrieve data 
• Concept of files  

What is a file? 
• A file is a collection of related data that a computers treats as a single unit. 
• Computers store files to secondary storage so that the contents of files remain intact when 

a computer shuts down. 
• When a computer reads a file, it copies the file from the storage device to memory; when 

it writes to a file, it transfers data from memory to the storage device. 
• C uses a structure called FILE (defined in stdio.h) to store the attributes of a file. 

Filename 
• String of characters that make up a valid filename for OS 
• May contain two parts 

– Primary 
– Optional period with extension 

• Examples: a.out, prog.c, temp, text.out  
Steps in Processing a File 

5. Create the stream via a pointer variable using the FILE structure: 
FILE *p; 

6.  Open the file, associating the stream name with the file name. 
7.  Read or write the data. 
8.  Close the file. 

Basic file operations  
The basic file operations are 
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• fopen - open a file- specify how its opened (read/write) and type (binary/text)  
• fclose - close an opened file  
• fread - read from a file  
• fwrite - write to a file  
• fseek/fsetpos - move a file pointer to somewhere in a file.  
• ftell/fgetpos - tell you where the file pointer is located.  

Opening a file 
• The file open function (fopen) serves two purposes: 

• It makes the connection between the physical file and the stream. 
• It creates “a program file structure to store the information” C needs to process 

the file. 
Syntax 

FILE *fopen(const char *filename, const char *mode); 
Description 

• Opens a stream. 
• fopen opens the file named by filename and associates a stream with it. 
• fopen returns a pointer to be used to identify the stream in subsequent operations. 
• The mode string used in calls to fopen  

Example: 
FILE *fp;  /*variable fp is pointer to type FILE*/ 
fp = fopen(“filename”, “mode”);  
/*opens file with name filename , assigns identifier to fp */  

• fp  
– contains all information about file 
– Communication link between system and program 

File open modes 

 
 
Additional modes 

• r+   - open to beginning for both reading/writing 
• w+  - same as w except both for reading and writing 
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• a+   - same as „a‟ except both for reading and writing 
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Closing a file 
• File must be closed as soon as all operations on it completed 
• Ensures  

• All outstanding information associated with file flushed out from buffers 
• All links to file broken 
• Accidental misuse of file prevented 

• If want to change mode of file, then first close and open again 
Syntax:    fclose(file_pointer); 

Example: 

FILE *p1, *p2; 
p1 = fopen(“INPUT.txt”, “r”); 
p2 =fopen(“OUTPUT.txt”, “w”); 
…….. 
…….. 
fclose(p1);  
fclose(p2);  
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Sri Vidya College of Engineering and 
Technology 

Department of Information Technology 
 

Class / Sem: I CSE / II Semester 
Subject Code:  CS 6202 
Subject: Programming and Data Structures I 
Prepared By: T. Vithya 
Lesson Plan for File read  
Time: 45 Minutes 
Lesson. No: 6/10 

1. Topics to be Covered:  File read 
2. Skills Addressed    : Listening 
3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

To enable students to understand the read operations performed in a file. 
4. Outcome (s): 

At the end of the lesson the students will be able to:  
x Write the syntax for reading data from a file. 
x List the different ways to read a file. 

5. Link Sheet:   
x Write a C program to read the contents form the file. 
x List the different ways to read a file. 

6. Evocation: (5 Minutes) 

  
7. Lecture Notes:  Enclosed here 
8. Textbook :  

x Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, “The C Programming Language”, 
2nd Edition, Pearson Education, 1988. 

x Balagurusamy E, “ Programming and Data Structures”, Mcgraw Hill, 2014 
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9. Application 
Storage management 

 
 
 

2.6 File Read 

C provides four functions that can be used to read files from disk: 
1. fscanf() 
2. fgets() 
3. fgetc() 
4. fread( 

fscanf() 
fscanf() is a field oriented function and is inappropriate for use in a robust, general-purpose text 
file reader. It has two major drawbacks: 

x You must know the exact data layout of the input file in advance and rewrite the function 
call for every different layout. 

x It's difficult to read text strings that contain spaces because fscanf() sees space characters 
as field delimiters 

Syntax: 
 fscanf (fp,"string",identifiers);  
Example: 

FILE *fp; 
Fp=fopen(“input.txt”,”r”); 
int i;  
fscanf (fp,“%d",i);  

Program 
#include <stdio.h> 
int main ( ) 
{ 
   FILE *outfile, *infile ; 
   int b = 5, f ; 
   float a = 13.72, c = 6.68, e, g ; 
   outfile = fopen ("testdata", "w") ; 
   fprintf (outfile, “ %f %d %f ", a, b, c) ; 
   fclose (outfile) ; 
   infile = fopen ("testdata", "r") ; 
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   fscanf (infile,"%f %d %f", &e, &f, &g) ; 
   printf (“ %f %d %f \n ", a, b, c) ; 
   printf (“ %f %d %f \n ", e, f, g) ; 
} 

getc() 
Syntax: 

identifier = getc (file pointer); 
Example: 

FILE *fp;  
fp=fopen(“input.txt”,”r”); 
char ch;   
ch = getc (fp);  

Program 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
void main() 
{ 

char ch; 
FILE *fp; 
fp=fopen("out.txt","r"); 
while(!feof(fp)) 
{ 

ch=getc(fp); 
printf("\n%c",ch); 

} 
getch(); 
 } 

fgets() 
fgets() is a line oriented function. The ANSI prototype is: 
  char *fgets(char *s, 
              int n, 
              FILE *stream); 
The function reads from the stream pointed to by stream and places the output into the character 
array pointed to by s. It will stop reading when any of the following conditions are true: 

x It has read n - 1 bytes (one character is reserved for the null-terminator), or 
x It encounters a newline character (a line-feed in the compilers tested here), or 
x It reaches the end of file, or 
x A read error occurs. 

fgets() automatically appends a null-terminator to the data read. 
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Class / Sem: I CSE / II Semester 
Subject Code:  CS 6202 
Subject: Programming and Data Structures I 
Prepared By: T. Vithya 
Lesson Plan for  File write 
Time: 45 Minutes 
Lesson. No: 7/10 

1. Topics to be Covered:  File write 
2. Skills Addressed    : Listening 
3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

To enable students to understand how to write contents into the file. 
4. Outcome (s): 

At the end of the lesson the students will be able to:  
x Write the syntax for writing data into file. 
x List the different ways to write a file. 

5. Link Sheet:   
x Write a C program to write into a file. 
x List the different ways to write into an file. 

6. Evocation: (5 Minutes) 

  
 

7. Lecture Notes:  Enclosed here 
8. Textbook :  

x Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, “The C Programming Language”, 
2nd Edition, Pearson Education, 1988. 
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x Balagurusamy E, “ Programming and Data Structures”, Mcgraw Hill, 2014 
9. Application 

Storage management 

2.7 File Write 

fprintf() 
- Outputs the text to a file 

Syntax: 
 fprintf (fp,"string",variables);  
Example: 

int i = 12;  
float x = 2.356;  
char ch = 's';  
FILE *fp; 
fp=fopen(“out.txt”,”w”); 
fprintf (fp, "%d %f %c", i, x, ch);  

Program 
#include <stdio.h> 
int main ( ) 
{ 
   FILE *outfile, *infile ; 
   int b = 5, f ; 
   float a = 13.72, c = 6.68, e, g ; 
   outfile = fopen ("testdata", "w") ; 
   fprintf (outfile, “ %f %d %f ", a, b, c) ; 
   fclose (outfile) ; 
   infile = fopen ("testdata", "r") ; 
   fscanf (infile,"%f %d %f", &e, &f, &g) ; 
   printf (“ %f %d %f \n ", a, b, c) ; 
   printf (“ %f %d %f \n ", e, f, g) ; 
} 

fputc() 
- write a single character to the output file. 

Syntax: 
  int fputc(int ch, FILE *pfile); 
The function writes the character specified by the first argument to the file identified by the 
second argument, which is a file pointer.  
Example: 

FILE *fp;  
char ch;  
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putc (ch,fp);  
Program: 
#include<stdio.h> 

#include<stdlib.h> 
int main() 
{ 
 FILE *fptr; 
 char text[100]; 
 int i=0; 
 printf(“Enter a text:\n”); 
 gets(text); 
 if(fptr=fopen(“TEST”,”w”))==NULL) 
 { 
  printf(“Cannot open file\n”); 
  exit(1); 
 } 
 while(text[i]!=‟\0‟) 
  fputc(text[i++],fptr); 
 if(fclose(fptr)) 
  printf(“File close error\n”); 
 getch(); 

return 0; 
} 
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Class / Sem: I CSE / II Semester 
Subject Code:  CS 6202 
Subject: Programming and Data Structures I 
Prepared By: T. Vithya 
Lesson Plan for  Binary Files 
Time: 45 Minutes 
Lesson. No: 8/10 

1. Topics to be Covered:  Binary Files 
2.    Skills Addressed    : Remembering 
3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

To enable students to understand the binary files. 
4. Outcome (s): 

At the end of the lesson the students will be able to :  
x Define binary file 
x State the need for binary file. 
x List the binary modes  

5. Link Sheet:   
x What is the use of binary files? 
x Explain binary file concept in detail. 

6. Evocation: (5 Minutes) 

 
 

7. Lecture Notes:  Enclosed here 
8. Textbook :  

x Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, “The C Programming Language”, 
2nd Edition, Pearson Education, 1988. 

x Balagurusamy E, “ Programming and Data Structures”, Mcgraw Hill, 2014 
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9. Application 
Storage management 

2.8 Binary Files 

Binary Files 
 Binary file is a sequence of bytes in binary form for computer storage and processing 
purposes. Binary file formats includes 

x Text 
x Image 
x Sounds 
x Compressed version of other files. 

Need for Binary Files 
Generally, in text files, integer value occupies two bytes, but when it is stored in disk 

using fprintf() it occupies one byte for each character (ie) 22157 occupies 5 bytes. Storing 
numerical data on the disk using text mode becomes inefficient as it occupies more memory 
space. Therefore binary modes are used for reading and writing data in the files. 

Binary Modes 
Modes Description 
rb Opens a binary file in read mode 
wb Opens a binary file in write mode 
ab Opens a binary file in append mode 
r+b Opens an existing file in read and write mode 
w+b Creates a new file in read and write mode 
a+b Opens an existing file and writes data from the end of the file. If the file 

doesn‟t exist, data is written to the new file. 

fread() 
fread() is a block oriented function. The ANSI prototype is: 
  size_t fread(void *ptr,size_t size,size_t nmemb,FILE *stream); 
The function reads from the stream pointed to by stream and places the output into the array 
pointed to by ptr. It will stop reading when any of the following conditions are true: 

x It has read nmemb elements of size size, or 
x It reaches the end of file, or 
x A read error occurs. 

fread() gives you as much control as fgetc(), and has the advantage of being able to read more 
than one character in a single I/O operation. In fact, memory permitting, you can read the entire 
file into an array and do all of your processing in memory. This has significant performance 
advantages. 
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fread() is often used to read fixed-length data records directly into structs, but you can use it to 
read any file. It's my personal choice for reading most disk files. 

Example: 
#include <stdio.h>    
int main()  
{  
 FILE *f;   
  char buffer[11]; 
  if (f = fopen("fred.txt", “r”))  
 {  
  fread(buffer, 1, 10, f);  
  buffer[10] = 0;  
  fclose(f);  
  printf("first 10 characters of the file:\n%s\n", buffer); 
  }   

 return 0;  
} 

fwrite() 
Declaration: 
   size_t fwrite(const void *ptr, size_t size, size_t n, FILE*stream); 
  
fwrite appends a specified number of equal-sized data items to an output file. 
  ptr        = Pointer to any object; the data written begins at ptr  
  size      = Length of each item of data 
  n          =Number of data items to be appended 
  stream = file pointer 

Example: 
#include <stdio.h> 
int main() 
{ 

char a[10]={'1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','a'}; 
FILE *fs; 
fs=fopen("Project.txt","w"); 
fwrite(a,1,10,fs); 
fclose(fs); 
return 0; 

}  
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fseek() 
This function sets the file position indicator for the stream pointed to by stream or you can say it 
seeks a specified place within a file and modify it.  

 SEEK_SET   Seeks from beginning of file 

 SEEK_CUR   Seeks from current position 

 SEEK_END   Seeks from end of file 

Example: 
#include <stdio.h>  
int main() 
 { 
       FILE * f; 
       f = fopen("myfile.txt", "w"); 
       fputs("Hello World", f); 
       fseek(f, 6, SEEK_SET);         SEEK_CUR,   SEEK_END 
       fputs(" India", f); 
       fclose(f); 
       return 0; 
}  

ftell() 
Syntax: 

offset = ftell( file pointer );  

 "ftell" returns the current position for input or output on the file  
 #include <stdio.h> 
int main(void) 
{ 
   FILE *stream; 
   stream = fopen("MYFILE.TXT", "w"); 
   fprintf(stream, "This is a test"); 
   printf("The file pointer is at byte %ld\n", ftell(stream)); 
   fclose(stream); 
   return 0; 
} 
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Subject Code:  CS 6202 
Subject: Programming and Data Structures I 
Prepared By: T. Vithya 
Lesson Plan for  Stdio 
Time: 45 Minutes 
Lesson. No: 9/10 

1. Topics to be Covered:  Stdio 
2.  Skills Addressed    : Listening 
3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

To enable students to understand the stream I/O. 
4. Outcome (s): 

At the end of the lesson the students will be able to : 
x Define stream I/O 
x Mention stream I/O functions 

5. Link Sheet:   
x List the I/O functions. 
x What are the uses of stdio library files. 

6. Evocation: (5 Minutes) 

 
 

7. Lecture Notes:  Enclosed here 
8. Textbook :  

x Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, “The C Programming Language”, 
2nd Edition, Pearson Education, 1988. 
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x Balagurusamy E, “ Programming and Data Structures”, Mcgraw Hill, 2014 
9. Application 

Storage Management 

2.9 Stdio 

The stdio .h header defines three variable types, several macros and various functions for 
performing input and output. 

Library Variables 
Following are the variable types defined in the header stdio.h: 

S.N. Variable & Description 

1 size_t  
This is the unsigned integral type and is the result of the sizeof keyword. 

2 FILE  
This is an object type suitable for storing information for a file stream. 

3 fpos_t  
This is an object type suitable for storing any position in a file. 

Library Macros 
Following are the macros defined in the header stdio.h: 

S.No. Macro & Description 

1 NULL 
This macro is the value of a null pointer constant. 

2 
_IOFBF, _IOLBF and _IONBF  
These are the macros which expand to integral constant expressions with distinct 
values and suitable for the use as third argument to the setvbuf function. 

3 
BUFSIZ 
This macro is an integer which represents the size of the buffer used by the setbuf 
function. 

4 EOFM  
This macro is a negative integer which indicates an end-of-file has been reached. 

5 
FOPEN_MAX  
This macro is an integer which represents the maximum number of files that the 
system can guarantee that can be opened simultaneously. 

6 FILENAME_MAX  
This macro is an integer which represents the longest length of a char array suitable for 
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holding the longest possible filename. If the implementation imposes no limit, then this 
value should be the recommended maximum value. 

7 
L_tmpnam  
This macro is an integer which represents the longest length of a char array suitable for 
holding the longest possible temporary filename created by the tmpnam function. 

8 
SEEK_CUR, SEEK_END, and SEEK_SET  
These macros are used in the fseek function to locate different positions in a file. 

9 
TMP_MAX  
This macro is the maximum number of unique filenames that the function tmpnam can 
generate. 

10 
stderr, stdin, and stdout  
These macros are pointers to FILE types which correspond to the standard error, 
standard input, and standard output streams. 

Library Functions 
Following are the functions defined in the header stdio.h: 

S.No. Function & Description 

1 
int fclose(FILE *stream) 
Closes the stream. All buffers are flushed.  

2 
void clearerr(FILE *stream) 
Clears the end-of-file and error indicators for the given stream. 

3 
int feof(FILE *stream) 
Tests the end-of-file indicator for the given stream. 

4 
int ferror(FILE *stream) 
Tests the error indicator for the given stream. 

5 
int fflush(FILE *stream) 
Flushes the output buffer of a stream. 

6 
int fgetpos(FILE *stream, fpos_t *pos) 
Gets the current file position of the stream and writes it to pos. 

7 
FILE *fopen(const char *filename, const char *mode) 
Opens the filename pointed to by filename using the given mode. 

8 
size_t fread(void *ptr, size_t size, size_t nmemb, FILE *stream) 
Reads data from the given stream into the array pointed to by ptr. 

9 
FILE *freopen(const char *filename, const char *mode, FILE *stream) 
Associates a new filename with the given open stream and same time closing the old 
file in stream. 
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10 
int fseek(FILE *stream, long int offset, int whence) 
Sets the file position of the stream to the given offset. The argument offset signifies 
the number of bytes to seek from the given whence position. 

11 
int fsetpos(FILE *stream, const fpos_t *pos) 
Sets the file position of the given stream to the given position. The argument pos is a 
position given by the function fgetpos. 

12 
long int ftell(FILE *stream) 
Returns the current file position of the given stream. 

13 
size_t fwrite(const void *ptr, size_t size, size_t nmemb, FILE *stream) 
Writes data from the array pointed to by ptr to the given stream. 

14 
int remove(const char *filename) 
Deletes the given filename so that it is no longer accessible. 

15 
int rename(const char *old_filename, const char *new_filename) 
Causes the filename referred to by old_filename to be changed to new_filename. 

16 
void rewind(FILE *stream) 
Sets the file position to the beginning of the file of the given stream. 

17 
void setbuf(FILE *stream, char *buffer) 
Defines how a stream should be buffered. 

18 
int setvbuf(FILE *stream, char *buffer, int mode, size_t size) 
Another function to define how a stream should be buffered. 

19 
FILE *tmpfile(void) 
Creates a temporary file in binary update mode (wb+). 

20 
char *tmpnam(char *str) 
Generates and returns a valid temporary filename which does not exist. 

21 
int fprintf(FILE *stream, const char *format, ...) 
Sends formatted output to a stream. 

22 
int printf(const char *format, ...) 
Sends formatted output to stdout. 

23 
int sprintf(char *str, const char *format, ...) 
Sends formatted output to a string. 

24 
int vfprintf(FILE *stream, const char *format, va_list arg) 
Sends formatted output to a stream using an argument list. 

25 
int vprintf(const char *format, va_list arg) 
Sends formatted output to stdout using an argument list. 

26 
int vsprintf(char *str, const char *format, va_list arg) 
Sends formatted output to a string using an argument list. 
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27 
int fscanf(FILE *stream, const char *format, ...) 
Reads formatted input from a stream. 

28 
int scanf(const char *format, ...) 
Reads formatted input from stdin. 

29 
int sscanf(const char *str, const char *format, ...) 
Reads formatted input from a string. 

30 
int fgetc(FILE *stream) 
Gets the next character (an unsigned char) from the specified stream and advances 
the position indicator for the stream. 

31 

char *fgets(char *str, int n, FILE *stream) 
Reads a line from the specified stream and stores it into the string pointed to by str. It 
stops when either (n-1) characters are read, the newline character is read, or the end-
of-file is reached, whichever comes first. 

32 
int fputc(int char, FILE *stream) 
Writes a character (an unsigned char) specified by the argument char to the specified 
stream and advances the position indicator for the stream. 

33 
int fputs(const char *str, FILE *stream) 
Writes a string to the specified stream up to but not including the null character. 

34 
int getc(FILE *stream) 
Gets the next character (an unsigned char) from the specified stream and advances 
the position indicator for the stream. 

35 
int getchar(void) 
Gets a character (an unsigned char) from stdin. 

36 

char *gets(char *str) 
Reads a line from stdin and stores it into the string pointed to by str. It stops when 
either the newline character is read or when the end-of-file is reached, whichever 
comes first. 

37 
int putc(int char, FILE *stream) 
Writes a character (an unsigned char) specified by the argument char to the specified 
stream and advances the position indicator for the stream. 

38 int putchar(int char) 
Writes a character (an unsigned char) specified by the argument char to stdout. 

39 
int puts(const char *str) 
Writes a string to stdout up to but not including the null character. A newline 
character is appended to the output. 
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Lesson. No: 10/10 

1. Topics to be Covered:  File manipulation 
2. Skills Addressed    : Listening, Remembering 
3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

To enable students to understand the file manipulation concepts in C. 
4. Outcome (s): 

At the end of the lesson the students will be able to :  
x List the functions in file handling 
x Write the syntax for file manipulation functions. 

5. Link Sheet:   
x Write a C program to perform the opeartions of a file. 

6. Evocation: (5 Minutes) 

  
7. Lecture Notes:  Enclosed here 
8. Textbook :  

x Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, “The C Programming Language”, 
2nd Edition, Pearson Education, 1988. 

x Balagurusamy E, “ Programming and Data Structures”, Mcgraw Hill, 2014 
9. Application 
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Storage Management 

2.10 File Manipulations 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<string.h> 
#define SIZE 1 
#define NUMELEM 5 
int main(void) 
{ 
    FILE* fd = NULL; 
    char buff[100]; 
    memset(buff,0,sizeof(buff)); 
    fd = fopen("test.txt","rw+"); 
    if(NULL == fd) 
    { 
        printf("\n fopen() Error!!!\n"); 
        return 1; 
    } 
    printf("\n File opened successfully through fopen()\n"); 
    if(SIZE*NUMELEM != fread(buff,SIZE,NUMELEM,fd)) 
    { 
        printf("\n fread() failed\n"); 
        return 1; 
    } 
    printf("\n Some bytes successfully read through fread()\n"); 
    printf("\n The bytes read are [%s]\n",buff); 
    if(0 != fseek(fd,11,SEEK_CUR)) 
    { 
        printf("\n fseek() failed\n"); 
        return 1; 
    } 
    printf("\n fseek() successful\n"); 
    if(SIZE*NUMELEM != fwrite(buff,SIZE,strlen(buff),fd)) 
    { 
        printf("\n fwrite() failed\n"); 
        return 1; 
    } 
    printf("\n fwrite() successful, data written to text file\n"); 
    fclose(fd); 
    printf("\n File stream closed through fclose()\n"); 
    return 0; 
} 

The code above assumes that you have a test file “test.txt” placed in the same location from 
where this executable will be run. 
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Initially the content in file is : 

$ cat test.txt 
hello everybody 

Now, run the code : 

$ ./fileHandling  
 
 File opened successfully through fopen() 
 
 Some bytes successfully read through fread() 
 
 The bytes read are [hello] 
 
 fseek() successful 
 
 fwrite() successful, data written to text file 
 
 File stream closed through fclose() 

Again check the contents of the file test.txt. As you see below, the content of the file was 
modified. 

$ cat test.txt 
hello everybody 
hello 
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